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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The S&P 500 closed on a new high, gaining 1 ½% in the final 1.5 hours to do it. The entire week was up 0.1% before that. It was a 

very odd run up. Chinese stocks were getting smashed all week due to new data requests from the SEC. Stocks like TME (Tencent) 

traded 300 Million shares instead of 17 million! Leaders in Communication Services were sacked rapidly on the week. Some of my 

scans produced bizarre results compared to the S&P’s positive return on the week. As an example, over 1100 stocks were down more 

than 5%. Only 120 stocks were up 5% or more. By any stretch to have the market close up with that type of backdrop is truly odd. 

Just add that to the Ever Given blocking the Suez Canal. Weird week. 

Once again, the NASDAQ under performed the S&P 500. The real problem with that is 

trying to figure out if it’s ready to accelerate higher after a six-week pullback. The 

vaccination data for the USA continues to get more promising. America expects to 

have 200 million people vaccinated within the first hundred days of the new 

president. 

Globally we also saw more weakness. Asian countries as well as commodity countries 

didn’t fare as well as the US. The exception would be Australia which was up on the 

week. The US made a new high on Friday on the S&P 500, but anytime we test the 

previous high we need to be careful to see if we have enough strength to hold it. I 

will be watching carefully. Even in nature as the picture shows, testing a prior high can lead to failure. 

The transports and industrial’s look extremely bullish. That should be enough to say just get long. But the top performing areas of 

the market were all the defensive ones. Staples, utilities, healthcare, REIT’s. 

The Aussie dollar and the emerging market currency ETF (CEW) both broke trend lines. EEM also broke below it’s trend line with a 

bounce Friday afternoon to close right on the line. Not a good look for commodities. The US Dollar pushed meaningfully higher. 

Summary: The bizarre price action this week makes it really hard to figure out what’s going on. Defensive sectors leading, while 

stocks like Tesla and Shopify break up trends. Doesn’t sound bullish at all. I got more buy signals on gold charts this week, carrying 

over from my gold trade ideas last week. Oddly gold and silver miners were weaker. Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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@SSIH – BOUNCING UP TO END THE WEEK 

The Schnell Strength Index moved lower continuing last weeks’ decline. However, it turned up mid-week once again! The indicator 

continues to stall with less participation on each rally. Choppiness in the index is mirrored on the indicator.  

I post a preliminary SSIH reading Tuesdays after the close and Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It 

doesn’t bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, SSIF, SSIQ INDICATOR 

The chart shows the 

SSIH in the top panel. 

We are down slightly 

over last week when 

we just look at the 

Friday close. I would 

like to see the down-

trending highs get 

broken. Really choppy 

action for investing. 

The SSIQ is making a 

higher low and a 

higher high, so that 

gives me some 

encouragement.   

The price chop 

remains in place. The 

SSIQ is barely above 

50%. If this could 

bounce higher this 

week, it would 

probably signal an 

end to the correction 

on the NASDAQ.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$SPX – FRIDAY SURPRISE TO NEW HIGHS 

The daily chart of the S&P 500 shows the push just above the prior high. Once again, the $SPX bounced at the 50 DMA. I had put a 

couple of curves on the PPO, suggesting a question as to which way it was going to go. I am not sure we got any resolution this 

week. I will say if Chinese related stocks are selling off hard, that could push funds back into S&P 500 names. The entire price bar 

for Friday moved from bottom to top in the final 1.5 hours like a light switch turned on. Just odd. $SPX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$SPX&p=D&yr=0&mn=5&dy=0&id=p13074348826&a=925346121&listNum=262
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 DAILY CHART 

The $NDX shown below has the options expiration Fridays marked on it. I think one of the most important things on this chart is the 

stock index at the 50-day moving average. We’re in a fragile place, caution is warranted. We originally got the Schnell Strength 

Index sell signal in late December (not shown). As you can see, we haven’t made much progress on the NASDAQ since then. The 

choppy index makes it hard to make money unless you’re in just the few right trades at the right time. From a distance it sure looks 

like a topping structure. We’ll need to see if it plays out that way. The Friday close was the highest weekly close in 4 weeks. That 

doesn’t mean much based on the chop for the last four weeks. A break above 13,300 would make this chart look a lot better. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24NDX&p=D&yr=0&mn=5&dy=0&id=p21719402310&a=925350584&listNum=262
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$NDX – NASDAQ 100 DAILY CHART 

This is the 60-minute version of the NASDAQ 100. We need to see this bounce up this week and resist making a lower low. Otherwise, 

the bigger picture for the continuing bull run comes into serious question. $NDX. The break below the black line continues to give us 

lower lows and highs in the short term. Can we break the red down trend this week? It has been 28 days since the top, and 

corrections are typically 20-30 days. The 13000-13300 area is a real mess right here. Caution is still warranted towards growth. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NDX&p=60&yr=0&mn=6&dy=20&id=p49891728970&a=924602508&listNum=54
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TESLA    

The update on last weeks’ chart. The key growth rally theme stock has to be Tesla with the magnanimous run last year. Since the 

January high 2 months ago, Tesla has dropped 37%. I am not sure the trend line for Tesla could be any more relevant than it is now. 

TSLA There is a high likelihood that if Tesla breaks down here, we could see another leg down for all the growth stocks. This is an 

important week for growth names. It needs to hit ludicrous mode very soon and rocket higher. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=TSLA&p=60&yr=0&mn=8&dy=20&id=p64798104120&listNum=262&a=925389061
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$BTCUSD 

Bitcoin took another week off. The price action this week created a PPO sell signal on the Bitcoin chart. Don’t let the bullish thesis 

drive right over you. The range for the week was $8000 with the sort of profit/loss swings truly difficult for buyers in the last 6 

weeks. When a meme stock ticker has reached retail conversation, it’s a pretty good place to be avoiding new positions and keep 

stops tight. Caution. While it only closed down 2.4% this week, I am guessing corrective moves won’t be slow.  $BTCUSD 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$BTCUSD&p=W&st=2019-04-19&id=p43925222376&a=924602366&listNum=54
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XLP – STAPLES ETF 

While Tesla and Shopify were moving lower, we saw sectors like the XLP work their way higher for the first part of the week and 

rocket higher on Friday afternoon. This is the first time in a long time that a defensive sector has led the list of sectors going higher. 

Notice the downtrend in relative strength breaking. That is the first time relative strength improved since the vaccination rally 

started. The next few charts talk about this. A rotation into defensives could be what masked the big % selloff of stocks I mentioned 

in the opening summary. 1100 stocks down by more than 5% but a rotation into safety starts. That implies caution. Should growth 

start to emerge, that’s a good clue the correction is over. But defensives starting to emerge could mean the index keeps waddling 

sideways as investors work their way across the business cycle rotation, shown a few charts down.  XLP. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLP&p=D&yr=0&mn=10&dy=10&id=p49687975229&a=928639958&listNum=24
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XLV - HEALTHCARE 

Every sector has some areas or industries of growth within it. Areas like biotech and vaccination related industries have soared, but 

cash flow areas like hospitals and other types of businesses are more defensive. However, healthcare is typically defined as a 

defensive area for the market. The Friday afternoon pop sure looks like a rotation into another defensive sector to me. XLY. We 

should see the relative strength on the bottom panel start to improve and make multi month highs. The PPO indicator moving above 

zero is another sign that this short down trend in healthcare is over and we’re about to resume the uptrend. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLY&p=D&yr=0&mn=10&dy=10&id=p54394195587&a=924602509&listNum=54
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XLU –UTILITIES ETF 

The XLU has been grinding higher this week. Looking left to October 1, XLU broke out to three-month highs and it was a solid 

performer for the October correction until the vaccine data was released on November 9th. That marked the top of the move for this 

defensive sector. Now we’re setting up for the same sort of multi-month breakout and it would only take a small move higher to 

give us that same signal. XLU. Watch to see if the relative strength on the lower panel can move to multi-month highs as well.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLU&p=D&yr=0&mn=11&dy=10&id=p49208723612&a=928639960&listNum=24
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XLRE –UTILITIES ETF 

XLRE was very beaten up due to the COVID-19 situation. Now we’re watching XLRE break out to new highs as part of the move into 

defensive areas of the market. It’s the strong Friday push that makes me concerned that we are moving into a defensive period. The 

relative strength on the lower panel is moving to new four-month highs. That is also bullish for a move into real estate. XLRE. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=XLRE&p=D&yr=0&mn=6&dy=10&id=p38733695708&a=928639962&listNum=24
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THE BUSINESS CYCLE 

The next two charts are specifically for people who are not familiar with the business cycle. The histogram plots on this chart are in 

the sequence of the business cycle from left to right. During a new uptrend, discretionary, communication services and technology 

will do well. The defensive areas on the right-hand side of the chart will start to decline. Currently we have just the opposite. The 

defensive sectors on the right have been outperforming for three weeks and the bullish growth areas on the left have been 

underperforming. At a market top, energy and materials will do well. This is very important to understand as the market leadership 

moves from left to right over a business cycle period aligning with either growth, or a defensive posture in the market. I have put a 

yellow cycle line on the chart showing the peak aligning with defensive areas, and growth declining.  Sector performance 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/perf.php?%5bSECT%5d
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THE BUSINESS CYCLE 

It is also important to understand the chart below. Notice the orange area is the stock market and the blue area is the economy. 

The stock market will bottom before the economy and top before the economy. When a new uptrend starts, we expect the groups 

on the left, -discretionary and technology- to lead. At market tops, we expect energy and materials to be strong. During an overall 

weakness in the market, we would expect moves towards consumer staples, utilities, healthcare, real estate and finance. The 

business cycle. This rotation shows it will take time to see the reality show up in the economy. The closest thing we have to a clue 

pointing to a market top is the chart profile with the yellow cycle line on the chart above. Do you think the recent surge in energy 

could be a clue that we’re nearing the end of a run? The timing on this can be for intermediate market tops or for major market 

tops. We just never know which one we’re at until we get to use hindsight for perspective. Oils have been running for 6 months. 

That is a good amount of time to create an intermediate top on a 44-month business cycle. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/perf.php?%5bSECT%5d
https://stockcharts.com/freecharts/perf.php?%5bSECT%5d
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$TYX – BOND YIELDS 

On this 30-year bond yield chart, we have reached the 2019 plateau before Covid hit. We finally have a black candle, for the first 

time this year. Looking at the PPO, it’s way out of scale right now. That doesn’t mean it has to stop but it definitely looks extended. 

$TYX. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TYX&p=W&st=2018-01-16&id=p67493936499&a=924602392&listNum=54
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$TNX – 10-YEAR BOND YIELDS 

The 10-year bond yield is not quite up at the 2019 platform yet. It has a few percentage points to go but again we’re getting into 

that area where we could expect at least a consolidation before we move higher. Everything else on the chart is trending higher, but 

the move has been so sudden, it probably needs to take a breather at resistance. Who knows, maybe the bond bears will continue to 

attack pushing yields higher. $TNX. For now, it appears to be the first pause in a while. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$TNX&p=W&yr=3&mn=2&dy=0&id=p78877274486&a=928639839&listNum=24
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THE STRONG INDUSTRIES THIS WEEK ARE NOT THE MOMENTUM AREAS OF THE MARKET 

Below are two tables that represent the weekly performance of the top industries (left) and on the right is the daily performance 

following Friday’s price action. On the weekly or after the Friday surge, almost none of these groups are in the growth areas of the 

market. I must admit I was surprised to see steel and aluminum do so well. I haven’t figured out what’s behind that. Suez Canal? 

Railroads did well as there was a merger of Kansas City Southern and CP Rail. Weekly – Left, Daily - Right. Semi’s had a big Friday. 

            

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$NATGAS – NATURAL GAS TRYING TO BASE 

Natural gas bounced 3% this week. I do like the way this is shaping up as a right shoulder on the basing pattern. If natural gas can 

start to surge here that would be very bullish. $NATGAS. A bounce off the 40-week moving average is a good place to look for 

bounces. The PPO is still trending down. I want to see the PPO turn up while above zero, and cross both the signal line and my 6-

month trend line. This week was a good start. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NATGAS&p=W&st=2018-05-12&id=p07301619196&a=924602463&listNum=54
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$WTIC – WEST TEXAS CRUDE OIL 

Crude oil bounced around a lot this week with the blockage of the Suez Canal by the EverGiven ship. The daily price action yo-yo 

back-and-forth, whipping traders short and long, continued throughout the week. In the end, it made a lower high, lower low, and a 

slightly lower close. $WTIC . The uptrend on my PPO shown in red is breaking, but it has still not crossed the signal line to get a sell 

signal on the PPO. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$WTIC&p=W&yr=3&mn=6&dy=0&id=p58255848385&a=924602457&listNum=54
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$BPENER – SELL SIGNAL 

The chart below shows each panel breaking below the 20-day moving average. I use this for a trend check to make sure that I’m on 

the right side of the trade. While I still like the space, it is not uncommon for crude to break down with/before the S&P 500 for 

corrections. I obviously think oil prices are going higher longer term, but I could work with a consolidation in Q2 to look for a 

resumption in July. July is when I typically look for oil rallies to start. $BPENER  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$BPENER&p=D&st=2020-03-03&id=p48333753086&a=924602332&listNum=54
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$BPGDM – GOLD MINERS BULLISH PERCENT INDEX 

The chart above shows a sell signal across all of the energy related panels on the chart. However, on the gold miners chart below, 

four of four are now on a buy signal above the 20 DMA. The hints I had last week on gold appear to be setting up. I continue to like 

this space and gold related trades are not well correlated to the S&P 500. $BPGDM . Gold flat for three weeks isn’t a great move 

yet! If it doesn’t perform, we’ll sell it! 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BPGDM&p=D&st=2020-09-02&id=p69349318876&listNum=54&a=924602334
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APRIL MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK BELOW 

Dwight and I will host the April conference call Monday, April 5 at 5 PM ET. Click to view. April Conference Call. Passcode = Staples 

Easter is a busy weekend in some households, so we will host this on the following Monday. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84306930944?pwd=QnhPSkx1Nk43TktkM09RNndnQWF1UT09
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$NAHGH – BREADTH DATA IS BIZARRE 

I could do an entire presentation on breadth this week. It was extremely odd. I mentioned the number of stocks breaking down more 

than 5% was over 1000. The number of stocks up over 5% was only 120. So how could the market possibly rise 1.66% on the S&P 500? 

The rotations have been unbelievably quick in these markets led by computer traders and hedge funds. Thursday had a spike on new 

52-week lows over 350 on the NASDAQ. Yet Friday new 52-week highs moved up to 121, while new lows dropped to 88. A 60:40 ratio. 

The NYSE stock market data was different as new highs were 184 compared to new lows at 24. This is a 7:1 ratio. Clearly the 

strength was in the defensively oriented NYSE, not the growthy NASDAQ.  

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$XAD – AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR 

I mentioned last week I am cautious on commodities after crude had a big 7% move down last week. This week crude bounced 

around with the Suez Canal closing. However, this currency chart on the Aussie dollar broke the one year up trend. That is 

concerning and not very bullish for commodities. On this daily chart, $XAD pushed higher on Friday but lower on the week. $XAD 

   

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$XAD&p=D&st=2019-05-20&id=p13034906900&a=924602378&listNum=54
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EMERGING MARKET CURRENCIES 

The emerging market currency ETF(CEW) was in an uptrend. However, it is not breaking above the previous levels of resistance from 

2019 and 2020. The chart broke down through the uptrend line. This would reflect poorly on commodity related trades going higher. 

It also confirms the weakness in the $XAD above. CEW So far, the Canadian dollar has not broken down. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=CEW&p=D&st=2017-08-28&id=p11878395468&a=924602380&listNum=54
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EEM – EMERGING MARKET ETF 

The emerging markets ETF is also in an uptrend. Price is currently sitting right on the uptrend line. The relative strength (purple) 

broke below an uptrend line which is a sell signal for me. This is another confirming fact for commodity related trades in the short 

term. The PPO has already issued a sell signal which is not good news. This chart typically trades the same direction as commodities. 

These last 3 charts as a group are starting to be a concern. To me, these charts confirm weakness in commodities. Somehow steel 

and aluminum did well this week. Copper and rare earth metals related trades were not as fortunate. The Suez Canal may create a 

short-term price surge, but be careful with so many coincident indicators breaking down while the US dollar pushes higher. EEM  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=EEM&p=W&yr=3&mn=7&dy=0&id=p67300723600&a=925451474&listNum=262
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MARKET SUMMARY 

Last week I mentioned that the defensive sectors were moving up on the list. This week they top the list. While semiconductors held 

up okay, the other areas like technology and discretionary were towards the bottom half of the list. Oil and gas were flat, but 

energy was higher. Some of that can be attributed to the renewable energy charts trying to base and turn up a bit.  The breakdown 

in Viacom and Discovery were big this week for communications. Canada is on the right. Canada clearly displayed what the overall 

market was telling me. Defensive areas are starting to lead. If gold miners don’t hold up, I’ll be selling those.  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

Asia was weaker again this week. Commodity countries continued to drop lower. The only exception was Australia. The S&P 500 lead 

for the first time in many weeks. With all the action happening Friday afternoon after every other market was closed that’s probably 

not a surprise that nothing else followed along. The most surprising for me was India being down almost 2% on the week again. That 

chart continues to interest me. Commodities are on the right. For the second week, most industrial metals were lower on the week. 

Keep cautious on that particular area of the metals market. The momentum areas like Lithium, rare earths, and even marijuana 

names were hard hit.  Is lumber about to double top? I think so, but that was a big surge toward prior highs! 

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The April monthly conference call link. The April Monthly Conference call will be held on Monday April 5 at 5 PM EDT. Passcode = 

Staples 

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Weekly Video  

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does 

not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not 

collaborate to create a positive/negative market 

bias, nor is he paid to promote any particular stock 

or perspective. These charts and descriptions are 

not an instruction to buy or sell. You as a reader, 

are solely responsible for every investing decision 

you make. Greg Schnell and any of his companies or 

relationships with other companies, are not 

responsible for trades. The ideas presented here 

are opinion. Trading and investing involves risk to 

you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84306930944?pwd=QnhPSkx1Nk43TktkM09RNndnQWF1UT09
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://youtu.be/iZm4ZAirvF0
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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